with Levi component M, and fI2(M(F)) is the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible unitary representations of M(F) which are square integrable modulo the center. The irreducible constituents of Zp(a) in general are determined by projective representations of the R-group Ra of a [7] , [8] . To [1, §2] .) The irp from H(Ra, Xa) onto the set of irreducible constituents of Ip(a), with the properties that (1) tr(R(r,a)Zp(, f)) = E tr (pv(r))tr(irp(f)) pEn(Ra ,xa) and (2) tr(7rp(f)) = Ik,|-1 Z tr(p(r))tr(R(r,a)p(a,f)) rER, for any function f e C(G(F)). ( 
is a topological isomorphism from C(G(F)) onto C(G(F)).
We define a trace map 
The operator R(rl, rX) = Rpip (rl, c) here depends implicitly on the group P E P(M). However, the trace inside the sum does not, so we are free to choose P so that R(rl,ax) equals R(rl,a) . Then as we have seen above, a summand will vanish unless r equals rl, in which case it equals We have verified that he: q --, ( is the required section for TG, thereby establishing the theorem in the case that F = R. Now suppose that F is a p-adic field. One could use Schwartz-multipliers to establish the theorem, in the spirit of the corresponding result [3] for Hecke algebras. We shall instead follow an argument which is closer to the discussion above. Notice also that if r A = A for an element r1 E Rs, and if P is chosen so that R(rl,ax) equals R(rl,a), the operators R(rl,a) and Qp(a,A) commute. 
